A Case Report on Moyamoya Disease
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Abstract

MoyaMoya is a rare idiopathic progressive vaso-occlusive disease characterized by an irreversible condition of blood supply through blood vessels to the brain as they into the skull. It is a rare cause of cerebral stroke in adults. we have reported a case of a female patient aged 26 years who was admitted at our hospital with chief complaints of right-sided weakness, slurring of speech, weakness of right lower limb, weakness and numbness of left lower limb from past one month and sudden fall down on the day of admission. The patient delivered a male baby five weeks prior to the hospitalization and she was normal after delivery and the complained symptoms were observed by the patient from the second week of delivery. The MRA clinches of the patient reported stenosis in the terminal internal carotid artery and posterior circulation with MoyaMoya collaterals “puff of smoke”. The patient was initially suggested for surgery, since she was a lactating mother to her baby she has been treated with medication such as Aspirin, Atorvastatin, Thyroxine sodium & Warfarin. The patient was discharged from the hospital after two days.
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Introduction

MoyaMoya is a chronic progressive occlusion of the circle of Willis arteries. It leads to the development of characteristic collateral vessels which can be observed on imaging, particularly through Cerebral angiography. The term MoyaMoya refers to an appearance on the angiograph of abnormal vascular collateral networks that develop adjacent to the stenosis vessels. The steno-occlusive areas are bilateral, but unilateral involvement does not exclude the diagnosis. The disease may develop in children and adults [1].

MMD is now seen throughout the world with bimodal age of onset, with children presenting around age 5 and adults around age 40 [2]. The presentation in a child is typically a stroke or a transient ischemic attack, in adults it is typically a hemorrhage. Less commonly, MMD may present with a headache or a seizure. MMD affects bilateral internal carotid arteries, whereas a unilateral presentation of the same underlying pathology is known as Moyamoya syndrome and associated with conditions like Down syndrome, neurofibromatosis type 1 and sickle cell disease.

Case Description

A 26-years female patient was admitted in neurology department IP NO-1920007764 with chief complaints right-sided weakness for 1 month, weakness of right upper limb, weakness, and numbness of right upper limb, sudden fall down, occasional blinking of the right eye, unable to handle the baby, slurring of speech. General physical examination showed no abnormalities. Her past medical history was hypothyroidism and using thyronorm-75mcg. Vital signs include [Blood Pressure-130/90mm Hg, Heart rate-82b/m, Temperature-97°C, and Respiratory rate-18c/min].

On neurological examination the tone was decreased left side, hematological and CSF was normal, MRI suggestive of right-sided hemiplegic with frontal gliotic changes and subacute right occipital MCA zone infarct. MR angiography brain revealed Moyamoya collaterals in both the basal ganglia region, which gives a “puff of smoke” appearance.

Etiology

The cause of Moyamoya disease is unknown. The disease is believed to genetic. People reported history in 10% of patients with this disorder. People with Moyamoya have been found to have a higher incidence of elevated thyroid antibodies. The evidence suggests that the RNF213 gene on chromosome 17q25.3 is an important susceptibility factor for MMD in East Asian populations. However, it suggests abnormalities may play some role in Moyamoya disease [3].

Treatment

Surgical revascularization is the primary treatment of MMD. Before studies have estimated that without treatment, around two-thirds of MoyaMoya patients have the progression of symptoms over five years, with poor outcome sources [15]. However, after surgical treatment, the symptomatic progression is reduced only 2.6%, with almost all the patients remaining stroke-free at a time point of five years after surgery [16, 17]. The present patient discussed above was treated successfully with a direct extra cranial-intracranial (EC-IC) arterial bypass surgery. The surgical revascularization options can split into direct, indirect, and combined approaches. The direct EC-IC bypass performed commonly used in adult patients. The indirect encéphalon-Duro-arterial-syngiosis (EDAS) procedure involves laying down a branch of superficial temporal artery onto the brain surface, allowing for neovascularization supplying blood flow to the tissue indirectly rather than a direct anastomosis.

Medical treatments have been proposed including antiplatelet agents, antifibrinolytic agents, vasodilators and fibrinolytic agents, the efficacy of medical treatments has been proved in clinical trials. Epilepsy cases have managed using anticonvulsants. Ischemic episodes and thrombosis can be managed using antiplatelet, then possibly preventing the progression of MMD as well [18].

Surgical treatments are divided into three groups: Direct, indirect and combined. Direct bypass includes vein grafts and extra cranial-intracranial anastomosis of the STA to the MCA (STA-MCA anastomosis). An extra cranial-intracranial bypass was first performed in 1972 by Yaşargil. The indirect
Bypass can involve any several procedures including encephaloduroarteriosynangiosis, encephalomyoarteriosynangiosis, encephaloarteriosynangiosis, encephalomyosynangiosis, durapexy, multiple cranial bur holes, and transplantation of omentum. The indirect procedures bring in circulation to intracranial regions by newly developed vasculature from sutured tissue. Indirect surgeries are better for patients without good cortical branches for anastomosis. These procedures may not be enough to prevent further ischemia [19-21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand Name</th>
<th>Generic Name</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T.Ecosprin</td>
<td>Aspirin</td>
<td>325mg</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>OD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.Tonact</td>
<td>Atorvastatin</td>
<td>80mg</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>OD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.Thyronorm</td>
<td>Thyroxine sodium</td>
<td>75mcg</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>OD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.Warfarin</td>
<td>Warfarin</td>
<td>4mg</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>OD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Presentation and Natural history**

MMD cases are typically present acutely with various cerebrovascular events including intracranial hemorrhage, TIAs, brain infarction, and epileptic seizures. The Ministry of Health and Welfare of Japan has defined 4 types of MMD with the following presentation percentages: Ischemic 63.4%, hemorrhagic 21.6%, epileptic 7.6%, and “other” 7.5% [4]. There are also asymptomatic cases in which MMD is found incidentally on angiography [5]. They stated before, ischemic type of MMD predominates in childhood, making up 69% of cases in patients under 10 years old. Some cases involve ≥1 one symptom, including 40% of patients with TIAs and 29% with infarction resulting in motor paresis and disturbances of sensation, consciousness, speech [4-6]. Ischemic symptoms are often instigated by hyperventilation. The symptoms are present repetitively and can result in motor aphasia, cortical blindness, even a vegetative state. The course of the disease often leads to mental retardation and low IQ over the long term [7].

Further investigation into the progression of unilateral to bilateral MMD has shown that neither unilateral cases nor their progression to bilateral cases are rare. Three separate studies reviewed a total of 512 patients with MMD, 14% of whom had unilateral disease at diagnosis. 32 (44%) of the original 72 unilateral cases progressed to bilateral cases. The 4 studies all showed an average time of progression between 1.5 and 2.2 years [8,9]. The researchers suggest that predictors of progression as follows: Abnormalities on the initial angiogram of the contralateral ACA, internal carotid artery (ICA) or MCA, previous history of cardi-

**Discussion**

Moyamoya disease is a rare disease characterized by multiple occlusions of the cerebral circulation with an unusual net-like system of collaterals. In Japanese, Moyamoya means “hazy”. The disease derives its peculiar name from the angiographic appearance of cerebral vessels in the disease that resembles a “puff of smoke”. A most common presentation is recurrent episodes of cerebral ischemia manifesting clinically as focal deficits, paresthesia, and seizures [10]. Previously thought that prevalent only in Japan, cases have now been reported from across the world [11, 12]. However, the majority of the cases are reported in Asia and other non-Caucasian regions [13].

The tiny vessels are the Moyamoya vessels for which the disease was named. Inadequate blood supply that leads to reduced oxygen supply to the brain and the oxygen deprivation that causes the signs of Moyamoya. The process of narrowing of cerebral vessels seems to be a reaction of brain blood vessels to a wide variety of external stimuli or genetic defects. Such Conditions are neurofibromatosis-1, Down's syndrome, congenital heart defects, antiphospholipid syndrome, and thyroiditis be associated with Moyamoya disease in the literature [14].

The incidence of MMD is highest in Japan but has now reported in ethnicities across the world, such as the Hispanic male we present here. Interestingly, the disease is twice as common in females compared to males. MMD has a bimodal age of presentation. Children around 5 years of age present with symptoms of brain ischemia, often triggered by hyperventilation. Adults present in their mid-40s with recurrent headache and intracranial hemorrhage, often in the subcortical brain structures such as the basal ganglia. The hemorrhage is likely due to rupture of fragile collateral vessels or the development of cerebral aneurysms from shear stress, headaches may be due to dilated leptomeningeal collateral vessels stimulating nociceptors in the Dura.
Conclusion

In conclusion, the diagnosis of MoyaMoya disease is now accessible to modern brain imaging techniques (MRI and MRA). It is important to be familiar with the clinical manifestations and MRI/MRA findings in MoyaMoya disease to make an early diagnosis. A better understanding of the natural history of patients with MoyaMoya disease as well as the benefit of the various treatment modalities is needed.

Surgery can be beneficial, particularly if the diagnosis of MoyaMoya disease is made early. However, further prospective studies are necessary. Optimization of surgical techniques, perioperative care and anesthesia likely to improve the benefit of surgical revascularization for future patients. The long-term neurologic and radiologic follow-up is essential in adult patients with MoyaMoya disease to prevent additional stroke events and improve outcomes.
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